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Spicy Delight
NEED WE SAY MORE?
A glass of chilled           , enjoyed with the 
mind-numbingly spicy kick in your food, 
tantalises your taste buds with a 
savoury-sweet mix.

GO LOCO OVER LOCAL
Most of Singapore’s famed dishes are made 
with spices, or served with chilli. Think Chilli 
Crab, Oyster Omelette, Briyani, Hokkien 
Noodles, Nasi Lemak, and the list goes on. 
Prepare yourself (and your guests) with a 
refreshing can of            if you ever go on a 
food tour around Singapore!

WORLD OF SPICES
Many of the cuisines found in our 
cosmopolitan city serve flaming hot bites 
that are popular with locals too! Tom Yum 
soup from Thailand, Rendang from Indonesia, 
Spicy Fajitas from Mexico, Kim Chi Bulgogi 
from Korea – you name it, we love it!

Level 3/5
Try this dish at Al-Azhar Eating Restaurant, 
with 80% rating recommended on 
Hungrygowhere.

Indian Mee Goreng with added chilli sauce 
and chopped green chillies can make you 
break out in sweat. The Mexicans may have 
their jalapeños but you don't know green 
chillies till you try Mee Goreng. The first bite 
may trick you into thinking this is sweet 
because of the added ketchup but the 
spiciness of green chillies and chilli sauce 
builds up with every bite, leading to a 
mind-numbing yet refreshing sensation on 
the tongue. This is addictive!

11/11A Cheong Chin Nam Road
6466 5052

Roti prata

Level 0.5/5
Try this dish at Shihlin Taiwan Street Snacks, 
with 100% rating recommended on 
Hungrygowhere.

While Taiwanese street snacks may not have 
the mind-numbing spices we find in 
Southeast Asian cuisine, there is a prominent 
use of chilli powder and chilli oil in their 
dishes. These handy snacks topped with a 
dash of chilli powder or chilli oil are best 
shared among friends with a can of               
at hand as you stroll through the busy streets 
of Singapore!

#03-K12, Nex, 23 Serangoon Central
6100 1218

Level 1/5
Try this dish at Indo Chili, with 100% rating 
recommended on Hungrygowhere.

This is an Indonesian version of the satay 
which is charcoal-grilled then glazed with 
sweet soy sauce and dressed in a slightly hot 
peanut sauce. A delightful mix of sweet and 
savoury, the chargrilled meat dances on your 
tongue with a delightfully spicy kick. You 
definitely cannot stop at one stick!

54 Zion Road 64451766

Level 4/5
Try this dish at New Ubin Seafood, with 80% 
rating recommended on Hungrygowhere. 

The smoky aroma of chargrilled seafood, 
combined with the spiciness of sambal, gives 
a thrilling spicy note! This is the 
unadulterated way to enjoy the well-loved 
sambal sauce. Fresh seafood is grilled over an 
open flame and a layer of the hot red sauce is 
spread on top of it. Remember to amp up the 
flavours with a squeeze of lime and a dash of 
crunchy onions. You will definitely need to 
have a can of ice-cold             in hand if you 
are first-timer to this! 

#01-174, Sector A Sin Ming
Industrial Estate, 27 Sin Ming Road

6466 9558

Level 2/5
Try this dish at Wings World, with 60% rating 
recommended on Hungrygowhere.

The tangy and spicy goodness of this bar 
grub is a huge favourite at soccer matches. 
We love having delectable bites to indulge 
our taste buds while hanging out after work 
as well as on weekends. This is a dish that 
o�ers a tangy-spicy goodness with its 
chilli-vinegar marinade. Pair with a cup of       
            for a tingling sensation on the tongue!

214 East Coast Road 6247 7477

Level 3.5/5
Try this dish at Old Lai Huat Seafood 
Restaurant, with 80% rating recommended 
on Hungrygowhere.

This dish is a wicked combination of sambal 
belacan topped on crispy pomfret. Challenge 
this dish if you want to be a true-blue fan of 
spices. Sambal belacan is a sauce made from 
chilies and shrimp paste and it gives a lean, 
mean kick. Frying up the belacan helps to 
reduce the spice level and give it a good bite 
– a great way for first-timers to try chillies! 

#01-01/02, 223 Rangoon Road
6292 7375

Spicy Drumlets

Sambal Pomfret

Sambal SeafoodSambal Seafood
Level 2/5
Try this dish at Sin Ming Roti Prata, with 93% 
rating recommended on Hungrygowhere.

Enjoy roti prata paired with curry for a good 
spicy kick. Japanese curry is child’s play 
compared to its Indian counterpart. You get 
your pick of the type of curry on the side – 
chicken, fish or vegetable curry. Curry goes 
so well with the pan-fried dough concoction, 
it is no wonder this dish is so loved by 
Singaporeans.

#01-51, Jin Fa Kopitiam, 24 Sin Ming Road
6453 3893 

Sate Ayam

Mee GorengMee Goreng
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LaksaLaksa
Level 2/5
Try this dish at 928 Yishun Laksa, with 95% 
rating recommended on Hungrygowhere.

Laksa is one of Singapore’s most popular 
local foods, which finds its origins in the 
Peranakan culture. There is little wonder why 
Laksa is one of our national dishes. The sheer 
complexity of flavours and textures is 
brilliant. It is made with a familiar curry base, 
made spicier with sambal, topped with 
creamy coconut milk and gritty dried prawns.

#01-155, 928 Yishun Central 1
9731 9586 
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